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The Function of the Criminal Law in 1962. By J. D. MORTON, TORONTO:
C. B. C. Publications (1962). Pp. 54. ($1.75 Cloth-bound, $1.00 Paper-
bound.)
Shakespeare has written that all the world is a stage, Wittgen-
stein has tried to turn philosophy into word games and Oscar Wilde
has noted that nature imitates art, not art nature. Now J. Desmond
Morton continues the assault on our naive notions of reality and tells
us that criminal trials are modern morality plays. But where his
predecessors had little or no insight into behavioural psychology,
Morton now informs us, more than a generation after Watson's major
work, and more than two generations after Pavlov's, the legal
profession knew all about it since time immemorial.
In a lucid, imaginative, forceful and stimulating publication of
lectures originally presented over the C.B.C. entitled The Function of
Criminal Law in 1962, Professor Morton examines criminal law "to
discover its actual contemporary function." He claims that this
function is essentially an educational one, directed not so much at
the criminal element in society as at the public at large. The vehicle
used for conveying the lessons is the criminal trial, which Morton
calls "a contemporary morality play." Criminal trials are staged
presentations with all the elements of an awe-inspiring drama. The
actors, including Lordships, Lawyers and Larcenists, are appropriately
characterized and costumed. The judge is conferred an awesome
dignity and power by the impressive robes he wears, the elevated
position on the bench he occupies and the formal respect with which
he is addressed. And so with the other actors.
To some this may seem melodramatic, unessential or just plain
flapdoodle. But Morton sees the dramatic force of the situation under-
lining with clarity what social behaviour is desirable and what is not.
By means of the trial a sense of what ought not to be done is condi-
tioned or reinforced in the public at large. To do this, the sentence
or punishment becomes a central feature by which one is able to
guage the seriousness of the crime. For example, in older (and better)
times, murder was punishable by hanging, whereas treason was pun-
ishable by hanging, drawing and quartering. From this, the ordinary
citizen could logically infer that treason was even more frowned upon
than murder.
Although Professor Morton admits that his theory is highly
speculative he does attempt to show that it is consistent with what
he considers to be the essential purpose of criminal law. On the one
hand, he disagrees with Sir Patrick Devlin who believes that criminal
law reflects the dominant moralit of a society and that the criminal
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process serves to protect all members of society from sin and corrup-
tion. In this view, the law encompasses all human behaviour, including
the most personal. Morton also disagrees with the view of the other
extreme that in a pluralistic society such as ours there ought to be
a mutual toleration of many moralities. However he does agree with
the position taken in the Wolfenden Report on Homosexual offences
and Prostitution that the function of the criminal law is to preserve
public order and decency and to protect citizens against injury,
exploitation and corruption. It is not the purpose of the law "to save
them from sin" but rather "to see them home safely."
If this is so, what function does criminal law serve? Morton
examines and rejects the conventional answers to this question. He
denies that criminal law is essentially a deterrent, because it would
only control conscious wrongdoing, not all criminal acts. Moreover
it has not in effect served this purpose because so many convicts are
repeaters. As a means of safeguarding the public, criminal law would
only be effective if a high proportion of wrongdoers is convicted, and
this is clearly not the case. Similarly it is not basically meant to
reform since no effective means exists, as the high percentage of
repeaters indicates. Nor is its purpose retribution, in the old sense
of "vengeance" because this too would require apprehending a high
percentage of offenders.
However, criminal law does have a retributive function, in the
sense that it serves to exhibit society's displeasure and repudiation
of the offense. Punishment, then, becomes the sacrifice of the wrong-
doers for the public safety. It is an indispensable part of the demon-
stration of values to the public. In this way, "criminal law is one of
the institutions by which morality is created or supported." (p. 31)
Thus it is of no great concern that there are many repeaters
and that only an estimated one out of five serious criminal offences
in the U.S.A. leads to a conviction. For the law does not seek to
bring every wrongdoer to justice, and in many cases disallows damag-
ing evidence. Thus rather than strive for absolute justice or seek the
whole truth, the criminal process is in fact an excellent dramatic
means for educating the non-criminal public.
Finally, Morton deplores the increasing attempts to turn law
courts into clinics. Psychiatrists are not trained to decide on a
psychiatric basis whether or not a man ought to be hanged. Nor is
it a medical matter to establish the connection between mental disease
and legal culpability. To place the courts' total concern on the
criminal's welfare is to detract from the educational function of the
law.
The outstanding feature of Professor Morton's lectures is its
refreshing nature. He has presented a fresh and new approach to a
process of vital public concern free of the dead-weight of conventional
beliefs and half-apologies. Undeniably, there is some validity to the
assertion that the criminal process can and does serve an educational
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function-in effect far greater than almost any layman would have
suspected before encountering these views. However there is a great
difference between the view that the criminal process has educational
value and the view that the essential function of the criminal process
is a form of moral education.
On the first page, Morton states that his "conclusions... will be
speculative rather than authoritative." As a feature of a preliminary
hypothesis, some degree of speculativeness is understandable. But
even speculation ultimately requires support or confirmation of some
sort. And it is in this respect that Morton's thesis is not compelling.
After reading it, the layman may justifiably have some doubts. Why
should anyone adopt the view presented? There is very little positive
proof supporting it. Are the fruits of such education, which has been
going on for so long, apparent? Has crime decreased or is it relatively
lower among the non-criminals who attend trials? And if figures
were available establishing such a correlation, how could the decrease
be shown to be due to education and not to deterrence?
Moreover Professor Morton's logic is baffling. By showing that
criminal law is not really effective as either a deterrent, a safeguard,
an instrument of reform or as a means of retribution in the "old"
sense, he concludes that these are not the essential functions of the
law. But, as a poor man will not abandon a dilapidated shack for the
open wilds because its temperature is not a constant 680 F., so it may
be that for the most unsettled state, the least effective system of laws
is preferable to no law, for any or all of the four conventional reasons.
Nor does it follow, that even if it could be shown that the
function of criminal law is none of these, that it creates and supports
morality as Morton claims. Actually this is a problem which goes
back at least as far as Plato. In the Republic (and the Meno), one of
the problems raised is whether morality can be taught. Plato is a
bit ambiguous or unclear in his answer in some places, but his view
on the matter of drama coincides to some extent with that of Pro-
fessor Morton. At one point, Plato would have the guardians of the
state control dramatic forms, because of the moral influence they
have on the citizens.
However I doubt that this is a tenable position. I deny that
what could be taught or conditioned by criminal trials is either con-
science or morality. As Morton himself states in criticizing Sir
Patrick Devlin's position, "law" and "morality" are not synonymous,
for some immoral acts are not illegal and some illegal acts are not
immoral. There may be an area of coincidence in which many acts
may be both moral and legal or immoral and illegal. But there is an
additional dimension in morality not involved in legality. Whereas
rules on laws can be conditioned in a passive recipient, MORALrrY is
much more than an automatic adherence to imperatives. It is moral
to refrain from stealing only if one actively realizes that stealing is
wrong per se. But this is not the case when one refrains from stealing
1964]
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because negative responses have been conditioned on a subject by a
dramatic conveyance of the idea of social repudiation. This does not,
of course, rule out the educational function of criminal law, but it
is doubtful that it can serve a function of "moral education" (which
may even be a contradiction in terms).
Of crucial importance to many of the ideas expressed in the
lectures, is the distinction between the terms "function" and "pur-
pose". An analysis of such a distinction may shed light on whether
criminologists are justified in wanting to turn courtrooms into clinics.
When we refer to the "function" of something we refer to what it
actually does or how it operates. But when we refer to the "purpose"
of something we refer to the reason or reasons of its existence or
why it is doing what it is. In most cases, the purpose is more ultimate
than the function, in that a thing functions for a specific purpose.
With respect to the law, I believe this to be the case.
According to the Wolfenden Report and Professor Morton the
purpose of the criminal law is "to get them home safely" i.e. to
achieve a certain form of social stability. However it is the function
of law either to deter or reform or even educate in order to achieve
the desired stability. In effect, the law functions in a specific way to
attain an end, and so serves that end.
If this end is not being satisfactorily achieved, then the likely
thing to do is to get to the causes or sources of the social instability.
One such source lies in the social conditions of certain segments of
society, another source is the criminal element, and various potential
sources lie in the various groups of the non-criminal elements of
society. Of these sources the last is probably the least threatening,
and if so, it would seem more reasonable to devote our energies to the
control of the most serious actual threat. The ideal thing to do is to
control each threat as it appears. But conflicts arise, and it is not
always possible to educate and to treat at the same time, for one pre-
cludes the other. In such a situation the more serious threat should
take precedence.
It is true, as Morton points out, that modern psychological treat-
ments are rarely effective in reforming criminals. But since the
criminal is one of the direct causes of the instability, our greatest
energies must be devoted to the removal of the threat. If it is possible,
true rehabilitation would be such a cure, and it must be striven for,
unless shown to be impossible. And if we are faced with a choice
between a doubtful rehabilitation of a criminal who will eventually
be back in society in a few years, and public morality plays presented
for a limited audience which would probably remain relatively honest
due to satisfactory economic conditions, social pressures and direct
threats (e.g. police guards), the former seems the more reasonable.
In this way one function may be partially scrapped, but the ultimate
purpose may be thus achieved.
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In stating the foregoing, I do not wish to imply that reform of
criminals should always take precedence over the education of the
public. The principle I wish to stress is that the function contributing
most to the ends of society (stability tempered by the dominant
values) should be given precedence over other functions, where con-
flicts exist. The important thing to note is that the law as a means
to a social ideal, may have to play a secondary role when and if more
effective means are sought. This I believe is the central rationale of
the criminologists.
Professor Morton also seems to underestimate the contribution
that psychiatrists, and presumably other professionals, can make in
the courtroom. He believes that legal notions of insanity are quite
different than psychiatric notions, hence medical concepts are often
irrelevant. Because of this there is little reason why psychiatrists
should make decisions in court. In this regards Morton asks, "Upon
what psychiatric basis may he (i.e. the psychiatrist) testify that a
person ought to be hanged?" (p. 15). Furthermore the psychiatrist
is not qualified to determine questions of legal culpability. It is
Morton's belief that this is just not the medical man's domain.
Perhaps this may be due to my ignorance of jurisprudence, but
I fail to see how the legal concept of criminal responsibility can be
independent of essentially non-legal concepts. Surely the questions
"Could the accused have done otherwise?" must be answered prior
to the determination of legal culpability. To put it positively, an
affirmative answer to either of these questions is a necessary condi-
tion of legal culpability. And it is by no means obvious that a psychi-
arist is not more qualified to answer these questions than a judge,
lawyer or jury. From this it does not follow that the whole trial is
to be dominated by specialists of various types, but the prologue
often does belong to this group. And in the prologue, a psychiatrist
may tell us if there is to be a play or not.
I found this to be an enlightening and imaginative book, which
influences the reader in more ways than he is aware. Professor
Morton has shown profound insight into a number of philosophical
issues. Beneath the smooth surface of the excellent presentation, a
host of problems become apparent. Allusions, direct and indirect are
made to the relation of ends and means, the place of the individual
in society, the natures of man and morality, the problem of the
meaning of concepts said to underlie social existence, as well as many
others. It is a reflection of the author's literary and intellectual
powers that he has been able to convey his awareness of the com-
plexities of these problems, yet not become entwined in them. For
this reason, the unorthodox views come through with a simple clarity,
even to the uninitiated audience of laymen. Not only are the concepts
so conveyed, but so are the inner forces impelling the author to his
position-the forces affecting a person caught up in the drama of the
criminal trial.
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But by its very nature, the central thesis presented in The
Function of Criminal Law in 1962 has the same virtues and defects
as Shakespeare's lines, Wittgenstein's position and Oscar Wilde's
aphorism. It stimulates the Mind, it nourishes the Imagination, but
it does not convince the Intellect.
J. A. EISENBERG, A.M."
Current Law and Social Problems, Volume II. EDITED BY E. E.
PALMER, M.A., LL.B., LL.M., FACULTY OF LAW, THE UNIVERSITY OF
WESTERN ONTARIO, TORONTO: UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS, 1963.
Pp. 237. ($6.00).
This book is the third in a series sponsored by the Faculty of
Law in the University of Western Ontario "to promote collaboration
between lawyers, social scientists, juristic philosophers, and others
who are interested in exploring social values, processes, and institu-
tions." The latest edition of this legal yearbook is largely devoted to
articles on labour law. Also included is the concluding part of an article
on the international law of fisheries, the first part of which appeared
in Volume I of the series.
In an introductory article, Dean I. C. Rand sketches the historical
background in which the law affecting labour has been framed and
points out that it has taken "six hundred years of struggle (to win)
these rights and privileges" (for labour). Society is entitled to re-
quire observance of law in their exercise. Smaller industrial disputes
were one thing, but with expanding amalgamation in industry and the
spread of unionism, the public is steadily becoming more deeply
victimized by both parties to the struggle, he contends. The nub of
the issue in labour relations is remuneration and regrettably there
is as yet no rational basis according to which the dollar earned is
to be divided as between wages, dividends, depreciation and other
categories. Strikes and accompanying violence, picketing and boy-
cotts are, he says, analogous to a barbarous scrimmage over the
division of spoils. His plea for a solution based on reason rather than
on force is more convincing than his contention that compulsory
arbitration is that rational solution.
In his article entitled "Conciliation Boards in British Columbia"
Mr. R. G. Herbert of the Law Faculty at U.B.C. indicates agreement
with Dean Rand when he says that "the fundamental issue before
every conciliation board is money." General principles useful to a
conciliation board in dealing with wage issues are, he says, difficult
to state. (The same difficulty, presumably, would confront the com-
pulsory arbitration tribunals advocated by Dean Rand). Mr. Herbert,
*Mr. Eisenberg, a graduate of the Universities of Toronto and Pennsyl-
vania, is presently a candidate for his Ph.D. in philosophy at the University
of Toronto.
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